is exact in case f(x) is an arbitrary polynomial of degree not exceeding 2n -1. Otherwise the formula (1) is only approximate, and the difference between its left and right hand sides represents the error or remainder term which will be denoted in what follows by R n > The expression of this remainder, obtained, if I am not mistaken, for the first time by A. A. Markoff in 1884, is well known. In this article I shall prove that the remainder in the Gaussian formula can be expanded into a series possessing all the properties of the classical Euler-Maclaurin expansion. This is a noteworthy fact, equally important from the theoretical and from the practical point of view.
Expression of R n .
In what follows we shall adopt E. Nör-lund's definition of the Bernoullian polynomial B n (x) of order n; and we shall define the periodic function B n (x) by the equations
Tt n (x + 1) = Bn(ff), for all x.
With these notations, we have, for 0^*0^1, * Presented to the Society, June 20, 1934. 
For brevity, we shall use the notations
Then equation (2) 
77*0 Function G p (t). It follows immediately from the definition of the function
The proof of these relations essentially depends upon the fact that the numbers xi, x 2 , • • • , x n are symmetrically located with respect to §, so that, if these numbers are arranged in increasing order, x n -i+i = !-#»• and at the same time -4 n -*+i =-4». We have
which amounts to the two relations written above. Similarly,
whence n so that C?2«-i(0 can be written in the simple form
it follows from the last expression for G 2s~. i(t) that G*'(*) = -2sG 2 ,_iOO,
5^ <?ƒG 28 (t).
Our main purpose is to show that, for s^n, functions G 2s (t) do not change sign in the interval 0</<l. To this end let /5, and a s represent the number of distinct roots of the equations G 2s (t) = 0 and G 2s -\(t) =0 in the interval 0</<l, respectively. The second of the relations (4) shows that G 2 8-i(l/2) =0; hence a s^ 1. It follows from the first of the relations (5) and Rolle's theorem that j3, + l^a a , because Gu(0) = G 2 ,(1) =0. Again, using (6) and applying Rolle's theorem twice, we get a 8^as -.i, so that, for s^n f P 8 + l^a n .
But if O^/^l, we have n G 2n "i(t) = J^AiBtn^Xi-t)
where the second sum in the right member contains only terms in which Xi S t. On the other hand, we have n /» I J2 A i B 2n-l(Xi -t) = I B 2 n-l(% -t)dx
because jB 2 n-i(# -2) is a polynomial in # of degree 2» -1. It follows that G 2n -i(t) differs only by a constant factor from the function
In -1 s t .<* which represents the remainder in the Gaussian formula applied to the function defined by the equations
/(a;) = 0, if a; > /. 
Fundamental Lemma. The equation R 0 (t)=0 has one and only one root in the interval

